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Régua Development Campaign Commences 
 
W Resources Plc (AIM:WRES), the tungsten, copper and gold mining company with assets in Spain and 
Portugal, has initiated a drilling and metallurgical programme at its Régua tungsten project in Northern 
Portugal. 
 
Régua is a high-grade tungsten deposit development located 20 km from the Tarouca exploration project. 
The Régua / Tarouca mine hub forms part of W Resources' primary mine development priorities for 2015 
along with La Parrilla. 
 
Régua has a JORC 2008 compliant resource of 4.46 million tonnes at 0.308% WO3 and the objective of 
the drilling programme is to increase this resource during H1 2015. It is open on all flanks of the deposit 
and at depth providing substantive potential for growth in the size of the deposit. A trial mining licence was 
granted for Régua in June 2014 which gives W the opportunity to develop Régua and further examine the 
opportunities to integrate it with Tarouca to form a significant mining hub in Northern Portugal. 
 
The initial phase of the Régua development programme is a targeted drilling and metallurgical programme. 
An initial 5 tonnes of the near surface tungsten ore will be mined and trucked 350 km to La Parrilla for test 
processing. In parallel, W has commenced a 2,000 metre diamond core drilling campaign to appraise lateral 
and depth extensions to existing mineralisation. The drilling platforms for the first 4 of 8 holes have been 
set up and drilling has commenced with the first phase scheduled for completion in Q1 2015. Mine and 
metallurgical samples and geotechnical data will be collected to provide data for mine development and 
optimal tungsten processing. 
 
Michael Masterman, Chairman of W Resources said “We are targeting a total of 10 million tonnes of 
tungsten at 0.3% WO3 through the combined Régua / Tarouca hub, to form the cornerstone of a world class 
tungsten mine development. We are very efficiently using targeted capital spending to drive the growth and 
ultimately the significant value of this important asset. We are confident that the drilling and metallurgical 
work will advance and add substantial value to this mine development.” 
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About Régua 

W Resources Plc (AIM:WRES) owns a permit for the exploration of the Régua tungsten deposit located 400km North 
of Lisbon and 95km East of Porto in the municipality of the town of Armamar. The Company was awarded a trial mining 
licence by the Portuguese Ministry for the Environment, Territorial Planning and Energy in June 2014. 

Régua tungsten deposit has a resource of 4.46 million tonnes grading 0.308% WO3, at a cut-off of 0.10% WO3, covering 
an area of 8km². The deposit has not been previously mined and is located close to infrastructure with good road 
access. 

Technical information in this report and on the W website has been prepared in accordance with the JORC Code and approved for 
inclusion by Mr Fernando de la Fuente, who is a “qualified person” in respect of the AIM Rules for Companies with over 39 years’ 
experience in the Exploration and Mining Geology industry. Mr de la Fuente holds a B.Sc. in Geology and a MSc in Geology from the 
University of Granada in Spain. He is also a member of the Spanish College of Geologists (Number 49), the Spanish Society of 
Mineralogy, founder member of the Spanish Society of Geology, member of the Spanish Association of Applied Geology to Mineral 
Deposits, member of the Society for Mining, Metallurgy and Exploration, Inc., member of PDAC. 
 
The technical information contained in this RNS was prepared and first disclosed under the JORC Code 2004. It has not been updated 
since to comply with the JORC Code 2012 on the basis that the information has not materially changed since it was last reported. 


